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Overview

 What are NASA, USGS, PSDI, and IAA?

 What are we doing under this IAA?

 Where are we going in the future?

Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung
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What is PSDI?

 A way to get planetary data to the user 

• (all planetary data has a spatial component!)

 There is a body of research that has shown that 

there is a right way to do spatial data infrastructure
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What is an Inter-Agency-Agreement?

 The legal “contract” between two Federal agencies 

that allows them to work together to do the bidding 

of Congress and/or the President.

 In practice, it is how NASA pays to get stuff done
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What is the NASA-USGS-PSDI-IAA?

 It is the more logical successor to the Planetary 

Cartography Program under the Planetary Geology 

and Geophysics Program.

 The previous arrangement had many things wrong 

with it

 It was a program within a program

 It pretended to be open to everyone to propose to but there 

was no open opportunity to propose to it

 The role of the review panel was “fluid”

 The arbitrary cost cap had no relationship to the needs

 The NASA-USGS-PSDI-IAA is a straightforward 5-

year agreement for USGS to provide PSDI support 

as needed by NASA.
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What is the NASA-USGS-PSDI-IAA?

 Set up for FY16-FY17, the maximum (5-year) lifetime 

of an IAA.

 Part A defines the goals in only the very broadest 

terms

 Part B is where the details reside

• Negotiated 1 FY at a time – allows far faster 

response to changing needs

• Monitored via quarterly progress reports – no more 

September surprises

• FY16 was a test year while the PGG project ran its 

course

• FY17…
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FY2018 Draft Budget ($) DFY17

Infrastructure and Data Access (14%) $630,000 +9%

Database/Dataset Searching Web Services $40,000 -20%

DPW Group Management & Development $250,000 +56%

MRCTR GIS Lab and Mapping Standards $150,000 +20%

USGS Regional Planetary Information Facility (RPIF) $190,000 +3%

Standards (20%) $880,000 +6%

Planetary Geodesy $230,000 +35%

Planetary Geologic Mapping (PGM) Program Coordination $450,000 +0%

Planetary Nomenclature $200,000 +0%

Software Development and Tools (37%) $1,660,000 +18%

Automated Matching: CTX Mosaic $110,000 --

Maintenance of Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers $470,000 -11%

Git for Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers $40,000 --

Integrated Photogrammetric Control Environment (IPCE) $400,000 -2%

SOCET GXP Production $220,000 +30%

Camera and Shape Model $250,000 +25%

Improve ISIS3 Control Networks to Handle Larger Data Sets $170,000 --

Products (11%) $480,000 +81%

Creation of a Global Shape Model for Enceladus $80,000 --

THEMIS Controlled Mosaics of Mars $140,000 -7%

Updated Global Basemap & Renewed Photogrammetric Results for Europa $190,000 --

Astrogeology Geologic Materials Collection $70,000 --

Community Engagement (12%) $550,000 -1%

Review Panel Attendance $250,000 +11%

Community Engagement $200,000 -39%

ISIS3 Workshops $100,000 --

Management and Personnel (7%) $300,000 -19%

PSDI Human Capital Maintenance $300,000 +250%

Budget Total (estimate) $4,500,000 +7%
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Beyond FY2018

 Continue to focus on filling the gaps in the 

communities PSDI needs.

• Evolve standards to more closely match those used 

in the sibling terrestrial communities

• Evolve photogrammetry and photometry tools

• Return to the business of creating the most difficult 

orthoimage products the community needs

 Assure that the needs of HEOMD are also being 

addressed (current funding only from PSD).

 Be transparent and responsive to community needs.

• But we can only do what NASA directs us to do…
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Final Thought

…If you want to influence what gets done under the 

NASA-USGS-PSDI-IAA, talk to MAPSIT – they are the 

official channel to NASA.


